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CROPTEMP 16 SENSOR

DIGITAL TEMPERATURE READ OUT UNIT (Up to 16 Sensors)
USER INSTRUCTIONS
Make sure all sensors are plugged into their individual numbered sockets and that the main multi-way
plug is secure in the socket in the side unit.
The sensor temperatures are continuously displayed on the red LED readout.
The individual sensor numbers can now be dialled up using the numbered rotary switches.
Sensors are addressed by Junction Box Number 1 (Sensors 1-8) or Junction Box Number 2 (Sensors 1-8)
(16 possible sensors). If a sensor way is not incorporated or a sensor is unplugged the display will
read - 30.0 degrees approximately when that channel is selected.
If it is believed a sensor is damaged or giving a false reading, always unplug it from the junction box.
Return the sensor to Farm Electronics Ltd, where it can be repaired or replaced.
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.
Mount the CROPTEMP UNIT on a sound flat surface using the fixing brackets provided.
Undo the lid screws and hinge up the lid which contains the main PCB carefully.
Connect a 5 amp fused 240 volt AC supply to the terminals marked LNE via the compression gland
cable entry provided in the base of the box.
L = 240 Volt AC Live
N = Neutral
E = Earth
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CROPTEMP INSTRUCTIONS (continued)
If 16 No. Sensors are to be utilised mount the 16 way splitter box in a suitable location and
clip the 18 core multicore cable back to the Croptemp. Plug the 25 way Dee connector into the
socket on the unit.
Mount the sub junction boxes in their desired locations and clip multicore cables back to the
splitter box. Plug the 15 way Dee Connectors into their relevant sockets. The individual sensors
can now be plugged into their numbered sockets and positioned as required.
On an 8 sensor system the multicore lead plugs directly into the Croptemp.
Check all connections by switching on the Croptemp unit and switching through all the numbers
loaded with a sensor to ensure a reading is obtainable on all channels.
At the end of the storage season always coil up sensors and store in a safe, dry place. Do not
skewer potatoes with sensors.
Either drop sensor down pre-positioned tubes in stack (bulk) or bury sensors under crop (box)
Always leave control unit switched on even when not in use. This will maintain the electronics
in a sound dry condition.
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